Breach of Contract
Breach
RST §241
Failure to perform a K duty which
has arisen
Minor Breach: non-breaching party

Anticipatory Breach occurs when a
definite & unconditional repudiation is
communicated by one party the other

retains substantial benefit of the bargain

Expression of doubt is NOT enough

Determining Material Breach:
• Extent of performance
• Deprivation of substanial benefit
• Extent to which compensation serves
• Willfulness or Negligence
• Degree of Hardship on breaching party
• Likelihood of Forfeiture
• Likelihood of Cure
• Good Faith and Fair Dealing
material breach: time for performance
comes and no performance occurs

Total Breach is the first, uncured,
material failure of performance
If material breach, innocent party entitled
to losses + withhold performance

Substantial Performance RST §343
Performance of the essential terms of K
in good faith, but which departs in minor
respects from what was promised

Always a question of fact
• If one party performs substantially,
but perhaps not perfectly, they are
still entitled to recover

Anticipatory Breach

RST §243(3)

• Language must convey clearly that
one party cannot or will not perform
• Language reflecting an intention
not to perform except on conditions
that go beyond the contract IS a
repudiation

Anticipatory Repudiation RST §250
A statement by the Obligor to the
Obligee indicating the Obligor will
commit a breach that would, by itself,
give Obligee a claim for damages OR
a voluntary affirmative act which renders
the Obligor unable, or apparently unable
to perform without such breach

Retraction of RepudiationRST §256
Power to retract a repudiation is
terminated by acceptance of the
repudiation by the other party,
or reliance by the other party

Cure RST§247; UCC §2-508
Both the buyer’s right to reject and
his right to revoke an acceptance are
subject to the seller’s right to cure
the non-conformity
Even after the time for
performance under the contract has
passed, the seller has a limited
right to cure: he gets additional
time to cure once the time for
delivery under the contract has
passed, if he reasonably thought
that either:
(1) the goods, though nonconforming, would be acceptable to
the buyer; or
(2) the buyer would be satisfied
with a money allowance.
Reasonable Assurances UCC §2-609
also RST §251
A K imposes an obligation on each party
that the other’s expectation of receiving due
performance will not be impaired. If those
assurances are NOT provided within a
reasonable time, it becomes breach.
Reasonable assurance is:
UCC: IN WRITING, WITHIN 30 DAYS
RST: silent on both points

Rule of Substantial Performance:
Where K is agreed for exchange of 2
performances, one of which must be
rendered first, substantial performance is
adequate to entitle recovery

Remedy: Expectation damages
Divisible contracts: Performance of
each party is divided into two or
more parts of "agreed equivalents"
•substantial performance of one of
the parts entitles recovery for that
part, even if there is material breach
with respect to the other portions

Acceleration Clauses

RST §243(3)

Failure to pay one installment in a
timely manner causes all later
installments to become immediately
due and payable
Exception: if seller has delivered
everything, seller may not apply
acceleration clause because seller has
assumed the risk (Doctrine of
Anticipatory Repudiation does not apply
where one side has fully performed)
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